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ABSTRACT 

The Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are becoming one of the most cost effective solutions to monitor a physical 
environment.  Research on WSNs has progressed dramatically in the past decade.The goal of a sensor network is to 
produce high quality information about a large geographical area and provide a better service to the end users.In recent 
years, ZigBee is considered to be one of the optimal communication protocols for wireless sensor network in term of low 
energy consumption, low cost and reliability.Our work includes analyzing the ZigBee protocol in term of energy 
consumption in the different network topologies. In this, we have tried to describe some primary concepts of sensor 
networks, their properties and different layers in wireless sensor network’s architecture. 

1. Introduction 

A Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is a group of special transducers (sensors) for monitoring physical 
phenomena, like temperature, sound, and light intensity, location, moisture, motion of objects and so on. The 
sensor nodes have the responsibility of detecting events, data gathering and data transferring to the upper layer 
in network.  These are battery- operated  devices and  are  capable  for measuring  physical  parameters,  
exchange data  with each others,  data  storage  and  process signals. The sensor nodes can spread randomly 
over area or can be located in fixed places to monitor an environment. The basic promise of WSN is to sense 
physical events or monitor an environment with lower cost in a reliable way. The goal of this job is to analyze 
different network topologies namely, the Star and Mesh topologies. 
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Figure 1.1:  An illustration of Wireless Sensor Network in the real world. 
 
In figure 1.1 has included several sensor nodes in the microphones and cameras which each measures some 
specific physical environmental parameters. 

Properties of Wireless Sensor Network 

1. Self-organizing: The sensor nodes can spontaneously create the network and position of nodes need 
not be predetermined. 

2.  Short range communication and multi-hop routing: Multi-hop communication in wireless sensor 
networks is expected to consume less power than the traditional single hop communication. 

3. Cooperating of sensor nodes: Because of the limited resources of the nodes, different roles had 
been given to nodes in the network for achieving a low power network. 

4.  Dynamically changing topology: In wireless sensor network, nodes will fail and drop out of the 
network or new nodes may be added into the network.  Hence, the network topology will be dynamic 
anytime. 

5.  Limited energy resources, computational power and memory: Since a wireless sensor network is 
composed of small devices, the network suffers from resource limitation e.g. energy, computational 
power and memory. 

1.1 Architecture of Wireless Sensor Networks 

Different layers of wireless sensor network’s architecture have been explained in this section.  . 

1. The Physical Layer (PHY):The main objective of this layer is events detecting, sensing a phenomena via 
sensor nodes in the network. Addresses for frequency selection, signal detection, modulation, demodulation of 
digital data, transmission, receiving and data encryption in transceivers (sensor nodes).   

2. The Medium Control Access Layer (MAC):The MAC layer allows system to translate data throughout 
communication channels. In wireless networks, all devices share a common medium with each other to 
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communicate. Most MAC protocols are aimed for achieving two goals.The first is the creation of the network 
infrastructure.  The second goal is equitable sharing resources between sensor nodes. 

3. The Network Layer:The network layer objective is defining routing for data transferring among the sensor 
nodes in the network. It provides functionality such as dynamic network topology, addressing and 
discovering. 

4. Application Layer:Depending on the sensing tasks, different types of applications can be built in the 
application layer . Wireless sensor networks are able to offer many different type applications. 

 
 

Figure1.2: An illustration of different layer in wireless sensor network [26] 
 

2. Literature Review 

2008, Andrzej et al. [7], he has proposed architecture for ZigBee-based Mesh network form with event-based 
control technique to solving the climate control problem for greenhouse. They found that the event-based 
control reduced the number of changes and more suitable for saving energy in sensor nodes compare to the 
traditional time-based systems. 

Sidek’s et al [28], His work formed a system based on radio technology. The goal was to measure 
environmental parameters such as oxygen and Carbon dioxide with sensor nodes distributed in the area.   The 
measured data can be sent to a remote place e.g. a computer or mobile phone for further use. 
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Figure 2.1: A greenhouse model [7] 

Hyun-joong Kang, Meong-hun Lee, and Hyun Yoe [15], the author discusses the impact of sensor node’s 
position on the system’s performance. Through this study, the routing method for the sensor network in 
greenhouse was analyzed. A shadowing model is used for computation of radio loss when the plants grow up. 

In scenario, 13 sensor nodes have installed in different places, namely one part near the land surface, some in 
the middle of greenhouse and the last part on the top of the greenhouse. 

The goal was to provide strategies for designing the effective routing protocol for an agricultural environment 
such as the greenhouse in the future. For  this,  three  routing  methods,  DSDV (Destination Sequenced  
Distance Vector),  AODV  (Ad  hoc On-demand  Distance  Vector)  and  DSR  (Source Routing)  are 
discussed and  average energy consumed (pr  Joules)  simulated for these routing  methods. 

Hui Liu, Zhijun Meng and Shuanghu Cui [11] has analyzed a system performance where they had used 
sensor nodes for monitoring the temperature, humidity and soil moisture in greenhouse.  The sensors from 
Crossbow Company  have read  parameters  every 5 minutes and route the observed data to sink node where 
data  can be storage  or sent to a remote center. They were programmed to be in a sleep state while there  is 
not any sensing or communicating. The system consists of two parts:   The First part which gathers data from 
distributed sensor nodes inside the greenhouse and sends collected data to a management center in farm office.  
The second part is the software management part on the remote PC. 

Dae-Heon Park, Beom-Jin Kang, Kyung-Ryong Cho, Chang-Sun Shin, Sung-Eon Cho, Jang-Woo Park 
and Won-Mo Yang [12], is to define a control system for greenhouse environment monitoring the crop 
conditions. The system measures temperature of leaves and humidity on leaves of crops in greenhouse. 

The main concern in this paper was to measure moisture on the leaves for avoiding the crops diseases. In 
addition to greenhouse climate parameters like temperature and  humidity,  the level of moisture  on the  
leaves is important to have a high production  quality.  When monitoring of crop conditions  and indoor 
environments can be prevent crops from damages. 
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Teemu Ahonen, Reino Virrankoski and Mohammed Elmusrati[16] ,  developed a wireless sensor node for 
greenhouse monitoring by integrating a sensor platform provided by Sensinode Ltd. with three commercial 
sensors capable to measure four climate variables. During a one day experiment, they have collected data to 
evaluate the network reliability and its ability to detect the microclimate layers, which typically exist in the 
greenhouse between lower and upper flora, also able to show that the network can detect the local differences 
in the greenhouse climate caused by various disturbances, such as direct sunshine near the greenhouse walls. 
They have concluded:- 

Andrzej Pawlowski , Jose Luis Guzman , Francisco Rodríguez , Manuel Berenguel , José Sánchez  and 
Sebastián Dormido described  how the greenhouse climate control can be represented as an event-based 
system in combination with wireless sensor networks, where low-frequency dynamics variables have to be 
controlled and control actions are mainly calculated against events produced by external disturbances. They 
have concluded that limit of the level crossing sampling has presented a great influence on the eventbased 
control performance where, for the greenhouse climate control problem, a value of 3% has provided 
promising results.   
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